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Abstract

The coherent interaction with ultrashort light pulses is a powerful strategy for monitoring and
controlling the dynamics of wave packets in all states of matter. As light presents an oscillation
period of a few femtoseconds (T=2.6 fs in the near infrared spectral range), an external optical
ﬁeld can induce changes in a medium on the sub-cycle timescale, i.e. in a few hundred
attoseconds. In this work, we resolve the dynamics of autoionizing states on the femtosecond
timescale and observe the sub-cycle evolution of a coherent electronic wave packet in a diatomic
molecule, exploiting a tunable ultrashort extreme ultraviolet pulse and a synchronized infrared
ﬁeld. The experimental observations are based on measuring the variations of the extreme
ultraviolet radiation transmitted through the molecular gas. The different mechanisms
contributing to the wave packet dynamics are investigated through theoretical simulations and a
simple three level model. The method is general and can be extended to the investigation of more
complex systems.
Keywords: attosecond lasers, electronic wave packets in molecules, autoinization, Fano
resonances, transient absorption spectroscopy
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
electronic wave packet. Using an extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
attosecond pulse, wave packets comprising bound and continuum states can be excited [6]. The subsequent ultrafast
dynamics can be observed by processes such as charge
rearrangement on a timescale of few tens of attoseconds [7],
by autoionization dynamics on the 1 fs timescale [8, 9], or by
the oscillation of the charge cloud over the entire molecular
structure on a few femtoseconds [10]. For longer timescales,
the nuclear motion comes into play calling for the coupled
description of the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom [11].
In 2010, the ﬁrst experimental demonstration of the
attosecond control of the electronic motion in a dissociating

1. Introduction
Controlling the motion of electrons in a molecule during the
unfolding of a chemical process is one of the main goals of
attosecond science [1–3]. As chemical bonds are associated
with the (multi-)electronic wavefunction distribution, the
possibility to observe and steer the electronic motion in realtime with ﬁeld-controlled pulses opens new perspectives in
the manipulation of chemical reactivity. This novel approach
for molecular quantum control is at the heart of the expanding
ﬁeld of attosecond chemistry and it is attracting an increasing
number of theoretical and experimental efforts [4, 5]. Electron
molecular dynamics is initiated with the creation of an
0953-4075/16/065102+11$33.00
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molecule (hydrogen and deuterium) was reported, measuring
the emission direction of the ionic fragments resulting from
molecular dissociation [12]. Photoelectron and photoion
spectroscopy, however, are based on the ionization (and
dissociation) of the molecular system, implying photoionization as the initial trigger of the molecular dynamics. The
creation and manipulation of bound electronic states in the
neutral molecule are of extreme interest for chemical reactivity control, pointing out the need of a general experimental
technique to access the dynamics of bound states. Recently,
broadband wave packet have been created and observed in
hydrogen on the 1 fs timescale using an XUV-pump-XUVprobe approach [13].
In this context, it is important to point out that the
excitation of an electronic wave packet corresponds to the
creation of a time-dependent electronic charge distribution,
and therefore to a dipole moment d(t). An initial study of the
dipole in neutral molecules induced by an intense laser pulse
and measured by a time-delayed ionizing XUV pulse was
reported recently [14]. A more direct method for gaining
insight in the dynamics of the system is the spectral characterization of the induced radiation. In this picture, the initial
attosecond pulse creates a coherent population of states,
triggering the polarization of the medium. The dynamics
occurring after the excitation pulse is encoded in the timedependent polarization and, therefore, in the spectral amplitude and phase of the radiation transmitted through the system, giving access to the evolution of the electronic states.
This technique, usually named attosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy, has been applied for the investigation of noble
gas atoms, gaining access to the evolution of singly excited
states in helium [15–18] and neon [19], and doubly excited
states in argon [20] and helium [21–23].
Attosecond broadband wave packets spanning across the
ionization threshold have also been studied in time-delayed
photoelectron measurement [6]; however, the bound state part
of the wave packet could be revealed only indirectly in the
electron measurement.
In this work, we apply attosecond transient absorption to
a molecular system, demonstrating the creation of a complex
electronic wave packet composed of bound excited states and
autoionizing resonances. Using a synchronized infrared (IR),
carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) stable ﬁeld, the evolution of the
wave packet can be observed in time. By measuring the
broadband XUV absorption cross section vs the IR time
delay, we extract information on the autoionization dynamics
and on the population redistributions in the different ﬁnal
states of the molecule.

experimental results and simulations, pointing out the generality of the approach. The population, initially in the ground
state y0 , is raised (at the instant t = 0) to two excited states y1
and y2 by interaction with an attosecond XUV pulse creating
a coherent wave packet (see ﬁgure 1):
y (t ) = c2 (t ) e[-i (E2  - iG2 2) t ] y2
+ c1 (t ) e[-i (E1  - iG1 2) t ] y1 + c0 (t ) e[-iE0 t

 ]y

0,

(1 )

where c0 (t ), c1 (t ), and c2 (t ) are the time-dependent
amplitudes of the ground, the ﬁrst, and second excited state,
characterized by energy E0, E1, and E2, respectively. We
assume that the ﬁrst and second excited states decay with time
constants 1 G1 and 1 G2 , respectively.
The attosecond pulse sets in a dipole oscillation d(t),
which is given by the sum of two contributions related to the
coherent evolution of the states y0, y1 and y0, y2 (assuming
no direct coupling between the two excited states):
d (t ) = x1 (t ) + x2 (t ). The oscillation in time of the dipole
moment (shown in ﬁgures 1(a)–(c)) is a direct manifestation
of the coherent evolution of the molecular electronic charge
associated to the three states. The fast modulations are due to
the energy differences E1 - E0 and E2 - E0 , while the slow
variation of the amplitude is connected to the beating of the
two dipoles with energy difference E2 - E1. The microscopic
dipole moment determines a macroscopic polarization of the
medium that affects both the phase (dispersion) and intensity
(absorption/emission) of the XUV pulse transmitted through
the medium. Information about the dynamical evolution of
the system are, therefore, encoded in the spectral phase and
amplitude of this radiation.
In the temporal domain, a perturbation of the freelyevolving dipoles, such as the interaction with a moderately
intense IR pulse, will inﬂuence the evolution of the complex
coefﬁcients c1 (t ) and c2 (t ), thus leading to modiﬁcations in
the oscillating dipoles. In ﬁgure 1 we consider (in the framework of the time-dependent perturbation: TDP theory) the
interaction of the three level system with a few-cycle IR pulse
arriving at a delay t=20 fs after the initial excitation. Before
the arrival of the IR pulse, the dipole oscillation with (red
line) and without (black line) IR laser ﬁeld are indistinguishable, as shown in ﬁgure 1(a). Around the delay
t=20 fs (ﬁgure 1(b)), the IR ﬁeld (black dotted line) modiﬁes the oscillations with respect to the unperturbed case. In
terms of oscillating dipoles, the action of the IR ﬁeld will
depend on the relative phase between the electric ﬁeld
oscillations and the beating between the two dipoles at frequency (E2 - E0 )  and (E1 - E0 )  . The modiﬁcations of
the dipole oscillations remain encoded after the end of the IR
pulse as shown in ﬁgure 1(c).
In the spectral domain, the perturbation induced by the
IR ﬁeld leads to variations of the radiation transmitted
through the sample (enhanced or reduced absorption or
emission, and dispersion of the XUV light) as shown in
ﬁgure 1(d). The amplitudes c1 (t ) and c2 (t ) and also the
populations of the excited states are modiﬁed sub-cycle by the
IR ﬁeld as shown in ﬁgure 1(e). Due to the coherence
between the ground state and the excited states the dipole

2. Three-level model
In order to illustrate the excitation of the electronic wave
packets and observation of the time delay dependent patterns
in the transmitted spectra, we consider a three level system
interacting with a broadband XUV pulse and a synchronized
CEP-stable IR ﬁeld. In spite of its simplicity, the model
allows one to gain a simple, intuitive picture of the
2
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Figure 1. Dipole oscillations for three time intervals [6–10 fs] (a), [18–22 fs] (b), and [28–32 fs] (c) without (black line) and with IR ﬁeld (red

line). The pulse (black dotted line) arrives at a delay t=20 fs, with respect to the initial XUV excitation. (d) Fourier transform of the dipole
moment without (black line) and with (red line) IR ﬁeld. (e) Population of the upper (blue) and lower (green) excited states without (dashed
lines) and with (solid lines) IR ﬁeld. In the simulation a two-photon coupling between the excited states was considered.

oscillations can then be used as a reference to monitor the
coupling between the states y1 and y2 induced by the IR ﬁeld.
In spite of its simplicity the three-state model allows one
to describe several general aspects of the physical mechanism
occurring in the interaction of an XUV pulse and a synchronized IR ﬁeld with simple (atoms) and more complex
systems (molecules).
In our experiment, we have investigated the electronic
dynamics occurring in nitrogen after the creation of a
broadband wave packet using different attosecond pulses.
Differently from the simple three-state model, the crosssection of nitrogen in the vacuum ultraviolet region
(14–22 eV) is characterized by several features corresponding
to the excitation of the neutral molecule and of the molecular
ion, as shown in ﬁgures 2(a) and (b).
In order to quantify the absorption the nitrogen sample,
we introduce the optical density deﬁned as:
⎡ S (w ) ⎤
OD (w ) = - ln ⎢
⎥,
⎣ S0 ⎦

the XUV light in the focal plane where a MCP coupled to a
phosphor screen was placed. A CCD camera acquired the
signal at the back of the phosphor screen. The design of the
spectrometer ensures a high spectral resolution in the range
15–25 eV (DE = 30 meV) that allows us to partially resolve
the rich level structure of nitrogen in the 14–22 eV energy
range.
The features visible in ﬁgure 2(a) are attributed to
the Rydberg series converging to the ground ionic state
2
(X 2S+
g ; Ip = 15.58 eV ) and to the ﬁrst ( A Pu ; E = 16.94 eV )
and second (B2S+
u ; E = 18.75 eV ) ionic excited states.
The energy region 16.8–18.6 eV (ﬁgure 2(b) upper
panel) is characterized by features corresponding to the
Hopﬁeld absorption and apparent emission series [24].
These series correspond to two series of Fano(–Beutler)
autoionizing resonances converging to the B2S+
u excited
ionic state. The Hopﬁeld absorption and emission series
have been attributed to the excitation of a 2su electron to
states belonging to the Rydberg series of N2 ndsg 1S+
u and
1
ndpg Pu , respectively [25, 26]. Due to the coupling with
the continuum, autoionization leads to the emission of an
2
electron leaving the ion either in the X 2S+
g or in the A Pu
state [27].
Between the ionization potential (Ip=15.58 eV) and
16.8 eV (ﬁgure 2(b) central panel), the features are mainly

(2 )

where S (w ) is the XUV spectrum transmitted through the
sample and S0 (w ) is the reference spectrum acquired without
nitrogen. The radiation transmitted through the 3 mm thick
gas cell was analyzed using an XUV spectrometer composed
of a toroidal mirror and a concave grating, which disperses
3
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As can be observed in ﬁgures 2(a) and (b), the Fanoresonances (blue shaded area in ﬁgure 2(a) and upper panel of
ﬁgure 2(b)) and the states below (around) the ionization
threshold (green shaded area in ﬁgure 2(a) and lower panel of
ﬁgure 2(b)) are spaced by roughly 3 eV, corresponding to the
energy of two IR photons. According to the simple three-state
model, the coherent excitation of these electronic states due to
the absorption of a single XUV photon and the subsequent
interaction with a synchronized IR ﬁeld, should lead to a
coupling of the dipole moment and to a modulation of the
absorption optical density. In this picture the bound excited
states and the Fano resonances correspond to the states ∣1>
and ∣2> of the three-state model shown in ﬁgure 1.
The possibility to change the spectrum of the XUV
continua using different metallic ﬁlters, allows one to modify
the initial population of the electronic wave packet. In particular, using a tin ﬁlter, it is possible to generate an XUV
continuum centered around 18 eV (blue spectrum in
ﬁgure 2(a)), while using indium ﬁlter an XUV spectrum
centered at 15 eV can be selected (green spectrum in
ﬁgure 2(a)). Pulse durations of 927 as and 1.4 fs were
retrieved using the FROG-CRAB algorithm for the two cases,
respectively [30]. According to the mean photon energy of the
XUV pulses, we will refer hereafter to the dynamics initiated
by the two XUV spectra as low-energy excitation (LEE) case
and high-energy excitation (HEE) case, respectively. In the
LEE case mainly the bound excited states of nitrogen are
populated, whereas in the HEE case the two series of Fano
resonances are efﬁciently excited. In both cases, the tail of the
XUV spectra (towards the high (low) energies for the LEE
(HEE) cases) creates a broadband electronic wave packet with
components below and above the ionization threshold.

Figure 2. (a) Nitrogen optical density in the XUV spectral region

(left axis, black line) measured using the XUV radiation generated
by high-harmonic radiation in xenon. Normalized spectral intensity
of the XUV radiation generated in xenon and transmitted through a
150 nm thick indium (green curve) or tin (blue curve) ﬁlter (right
axis). The relevant energy ranges are indicated by green (bound
states) and blue (Fano resonances) lines. (b) Enlarged view of the
measured nitrogen optical density. The blue lines (upper panel)
indicate the position of the levels, characterized by quantum number
n, belonging to the two series of Fano resonances (Hopﬁeld
absorption and apparent emission). The green lines (lower panel)
indicate the energy region of features corresponding to excited levels
2
converging to the ground ( X 2S+
g ) and ﬁrst excited state ( A Pu ) of
,
respectively.
N+
2

3. Sub-cycle quantum beating and autoionization
dynamics
In the time-resolved experiments, a moderately intense
(I  1012 W cm-2 ) CEP-stabilized few-cycle IR pulse was
introduced, with a variable time delay, to overlap with the
XUV continua in the nitrogen cell. The optical density OD
was measured as a function of the energy and of the relative
time delay. The IR dressing pulse arrives after the XUV pulse
for negative delays.
The delay-dependence of the optical density is shown in
ﬁgures 3(a) and (b) in the LEE and HEE cases with the
corresponding XUV excitation spectrum (right-hand side),
respectively. Clear oscillations with a period of T=1.3 fs
(corresponding to half-optical cycle of the IR ﬁeld) are
observed in particular energy ranges in both cases. It is
important to point out that in the LEE case, the oscillations
are evident for the Fano resonances, i.e. in the energy region
that is only weakly populated by the XUV radiation (see
ﬁgures 3(a) and 4(a)); similarly, in the HEE case the oscillations are present only on the bound excited states (see
ﬁgures 3(b) and 4(b)). As already anticipated the energy
distance between these two groups of states is about 3 eV,
indicating a two-photon coupling as origin of the observed

attributed to two series of autoionizing resonances converging
to the A2 Pu state [25].
Finally, below 15.6 eV (ﬁgure 2(b) lower panel) the
absorption features are attributed to two series of excited
states of the neutral molecule [27, 28], converging the ground
2
ionic state X 2S+
g , and to the ﬁrst excited state A Pu . Due to
the ﬁnite energy resolution of the XUV spectrometer, the full
structure of the excited states cannot be resolved.
The optical density was measured using broadband XUV
continua generated in xenon by means of the polarization
gating technique [29] and ﬁltered using either indium or tin
ﬁlters to obtain spectra centered around 15 eV (green line)
and 18 eV (blue line), respectively (see ﬁgure 2(a)).
4
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between the IR and XUV pulses for the low-energy excitation (LEE)
case (a) and the high-energy excitation (HEE) case. (b) The
excitation XUV spectra are shown on the right-hand side. The XUV
ﬁeld comes ﬁrst for negative delays.

Figure 4. Enlarged view of the the optical density as a function of the
relative delay between the IR and XUV pulses for the low-energy
excitation LEE case in the region of the Fano resonances (a) and for
the HEE case in the region of the bound states. (b) The optical
densities measured without IR pulse are shown on the right-hand
side as references.

modulation, in agreement with the simple three-state model
described in the introduction. In ﬁgure 3(b), half-cycle
oscillation extending down to −60 fs can be observed. The
origin of these oscillations can be attributed to a low intensity
pedestal of the synchronized IR ﬁeld. Indeed, even though
pulses as short as 5.0 fs were characterized using the FROG
technique, the different dispersion compensation between the
point where the pulses are characterized and the nitrogen cell
can lead to a low intensity pulse pedestal and a partial temporal temporal broadening of the main pulse.
We point out that half-cycle oscillations were observed
also using CEP unstable driving pulses, and trains of attosecond pulses. This observation indicates that the key element
for the observation of the modulation of the optical density is
the synchronization between the attosecond pulses and the
oscillation of the IR ﬁeld. On the other hand, the possibility to
(partially) shape and tune the XUV spectrum, allows one to
enhance the modulation effect and to determine the spectral
region where it is more evident. Because of the spectral distribution of the XUV pulses (as explained in the following),
such oscillations are not present on the autoionizing states

converging to the A2 Pu state. These states will not be discussed further in this work. We have experimentally veriﬁed
that the contrast of the half-optical cycle oscillations strongly
depends on the shape of the XUV spectra. In particular, the
maximum contrast was achieved when the tails of the XUV
spectral distributions were about 5%–10% of the main peak.
Beside the half-optical cycle oscillation in the signal, an
overall depletion in the autoionizing region accompanied by
broadening can be observed in ﬁgure 4(a) when the two
pulses overlap and for short negative delays (the XUV ﬁeld
comes before the IR pulse), which indicates that the IR ﬁeld
ionizes these states before autoionization can occur. The level
of depletion at each autoionizing state decreases at negative
delays at half the rate of the decay lifetime of that state, and
the signal revives at large negative delays. This type of timedomain measurement of autoionization has been performed in
previous experiments [20, 31].
The lifetime t = 1 G (where Γ indicates the linewidth of
the autoionizing photoelectron line) of the ﬁrst two Fano
resonances can be retrieved from the experimental data by
analyzing the delay-dependence of the integral of the Fano

Figure 3. Optical densities as a function of the relative time delay

5
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4. Theoretical model and interpretation
The energy difference of about 3.1 eV between the two
groups of levels suggests a two-photon (single photon energy
w » 1.55 eV) coupling between the Fano resonances and the
bound excited states, as origin of the half-optical cycle
oscillations. We simulated the experimental results using the
TDP theory, which is valid if all transitions considered are
weak in terms of transferred population. Two series of Fano
resonances and two series of bound excited states were considered in the simulation, with the parameters extracted from
the measured XUV spectra. To include IR ionization of the
excited states, a decay rate for each state as a function of the
IR intensity was introduced. The rate was estimated with
general approximations regarding the coupling of autoionizing states by ultrashort pulses and the associated light
absorption [34]. The XUV pulse creates a broadband electronic wave packet composed by the ground state ∣gñ, the
bound states ∣bmñ below the ionization threshold Ip and the
autoionizing states ∣ fnñ embedded in the background continuum ∣E ñ above Ip. The general total wave function of the
system is (atomic units are used unless otherwise speciﬁed)

Figure 5. Integrated cross-section signal (solid line) around the Fano
1
resonances n=3 of the series ndsg 1S+
u (black) and ndpg Pu (red)
(see ﬁgure 4(a)) as a function of the relative delay between the IR
and XUV pulses. The values indicate the time constants t0 of the two
exponential ﬁts (dashed lines).

∣Y (t ) ñ = e-iEg t cg (t )∣gñ + e-i (Eg + w X ) t
⎡
´ ⎢åcm (t )∣bmñ
⎣m

proﬁle. In order to do this, we have ﬁrst eliminated the
oscillation at frequency 2w by Fourier ﬁltering and then
integrated the optical density signal over the energy interval
17.0–17.25 eV and 17.25–17.45 eV corresponding to the
1
3dsg 1S+
u and 3dpg Pu autoionizing states, respectively. The
results are shown in ﬁgure 5. The exponential ﬁts (dashed
lines) indicate a time constant of t0 = 21.4 and 28.6 fs,
respectively. In the time domain, the decay dynamics of the
integral signal is determined by the convolution of the crosscorrelation of the excitation pulses (XUV and IR pulses) with
the exponential decay of the polarization. The former one was
estimated in 8 fs from the experimental rise (or decay) time
of the signal at positive delays (see ﬁgure 5). We have veriﬁed
that the decay constant of the polarization t¯ and the time
constant t0 are approximatively given by t¯ = 0.93 - 0.97t0 ,
due to the non-zero cross-correlation. The lifetime τ of the
autoionizing state is half the decay constant of the polarization t¯ [32], leading to τ=10.2 fs and 13.8 fs for the 3dsg 1S+
u
and 3dpg 1Pu resonances, respectively.
These values should be compared to the measurement of
the linewidth reported in literature: according to Gürtler and
coworkers [27] the linewidth of the state n=5 of the series
is G=20 meV corresponding to a lifetime
ndsg 1S+
u
t = 32.9 fs. Assuming a n3scaling (where n indicates the
principal quantum number) for the lifetime of the autoionizing states [33], a decay constant t = 7.1 fs can be derived for
the state 3dsg 1S+
u of the series. In [33] the width of the state
n=3 of the series ndsg 1S+
u is about G =50.8 meV
corresponding to a decay constant t = 12.9 fs. We can
therefore conclude that the measured decay time (τ=10.2 fs)
is intermediate and in reasonably good agreement with previously reported experimental results.

+ åcn (t )∣ fnñ +
n

⎤

ò cE (t )∣E ñ⎥⎦.

(3 )

Here the fast oscillating terms are factored out where Eg and
wX are the ground state energy and the XUV carrier
frequency, respectively, and all the c(t) coefﬁcients of states
near the XUV energy are smooth in time. The indices m and n
are used exclusively for the bound states and Fano
resonances, respectively. The XUV spectral distributions
mimic the experimental one, leading to a much more efﬁcient
population of the ∣bmñ or ∣ fnñ states in the LEE and HEE case,
respectively (see ﬁgure 6(a)). Meanwhile the IR pulse
(l = 780 nm and FWHM=5 fs) couples the two groups
of states separated by two IR photon energies. The product of
the IR intensity and the overall dipole matrix element is
adjusted to maximize the oscillation contrast. Because of the
signiﬁcant imbalance of populations, the IR mainly transfers
the electrons from the highly populated group to the weakly
occupied group, i.e., either from ∣bmñ to ∣ fnñ or from ∣ fnñ to
∣bmñ. In the LEE case, the ﬁnal ∣ fnñ states, while weakly
populated, consist of the electrons from the direct XUV
excitation and from the XUV+2IR three-photon excitation
through the ∣bmñ states. Thus, the spectrum around ∣ fnñ shows
the interference pattern formed by the two paths. Similarly, in
the HEE case, where XUV concentrates on ∣ fnñ, the
interference pattern is observed around ∣bmñ. In this model
the IR transition brings just equivalently small amount of
population to the weakly pumped states. The XUV photon
energy is assumed to be much higher than its bandwidth. We
apply rotating wave approximation and slowly varying
envelope and write the XUV electric ﬁeld in the general
6
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states ∣ fnñ are calculated by
c˙n (t ) = iD¯ ng FX*(t ) -

åDnm EL2 (t ) cm(0) (t )
m

+ [idn - kn - wn (t )] cn (t ) .

(5 )

The ﬁrst term is the contribution by the XUV transition from
the ground state, where the ground state coefﬁcient is
assumed to remain 1. The complex dipole matrix elements
D¯ ng º Dng (1 - i qn ) are between ∣gñ and the Fano resonances at ∣ fnñ, which contain the Fano q parameters and
encode the Fano line shapes in the coefﬁcients cn(t). The
second term is the contribution by the two-photon IR
transition from all the ∣bmñ states, where the dipole matrix
elements Dnm represent the two-photon transition matrix
summing over all intermediate states, assuming none of them
is resonant [35]. The coefﬁcients cm(0) (t ) are prepared by
solving
c˙m(0) (t ) = iDmg FX*(t ) + [idm - km - wm (t )] cm(0) (t ) .

(6 )

In the last term on the right-hand side of equation (5),
dn º Eg + wX - En is the detuning of the XUV with respect
to state ∣ fnñ, and Gn º 2k n º 2pVn2 and 2wn (t ) are the
resonance width and IR ionization rate of ∣ fnñ. Note that the
dm and dn in equations (5) and (6) do not appear in the
common TDP formulas written in Dirac picture because the
phase terms of the excited states in our total wave function are
deﬁned relative to the XUV central frequency but not to the
state energy levels. The IR ionization rates wn(t) and wm(t) are
assumed to be proportional to the IR intensity because these
states are close to the ionization threshold in terms of the IR
photon energy, and single photon or multiphoton ionization
instead of tunnel ionization more suitably describes the
process. The actual rates are estimated by ﬁtting with the
present experimental data. For the HEE case, similar
procedure described above is taken. The coefﬁcients of ∣bmñ
are calculated by
Figure 6. (a) Simulated cross-section in nitrogen using experimental

c˙m (t ) = iDmg FX*(t ) -

data without (green line) and with convolution (black line) with the
limited experimental spectral resolution (left axis). Simulated XUV
spectral distributions for the LEE (red curve) and HEE (blue curve)
cases. (b) LEE: simulated cross-section as a function of the relative
delay between the IR and XUV pulses in the spectral region of the
Fano–Beutler resonances. The convoluted cross-section is shown on
the right-hand side for reference. (c) HEE: simulated cross-section as
a function of the relative delay between the IR and XUV pulses in
the spectral region corresponding to the bound excited states. The
convoluted cross-section is shown on the right-hand side for
reference. The two-dimensional cross-sections have been convoluted
with the spectral response of the XUV spectrometer.

n

+ [idm - km - wm (t )] cm (t ) ,

(7 )

where cn(0) (t ) are given by
c˙n(0) (t ) = iD¯ ng FX*(t ) + [idn - kn - wn (t )] cn(0) (t ) .

(8 )

Here we obtain the total wave function beside the background
continuum for any given set of XUV and IR pulses and
parameters. The exact calculation for the continuum part is
not necessary for the absorption spectrum as will be shown
later.
It is to be emphasized that all optical transitions in the
current model are based on TDP, so each transition is weak
and has only one direction, from the highly populated state (as
the initial state) to the weakly populated state (as the ﬁnal
state). The conservation of electronic probability (or of
energy) does not apply because the initial state is not changed
by the transition. The strong coupling involving Rabi ﬂopping
or involving dressed states is excluded in this model. Thus,
many features observed in the strongly coupled transient
absorption experiments [21, 22] cannot be recovered here.

form of
EX (t ) = FX (t ) eiw X t + FX*(t ) e-iw X t ,

åDmn EL2 (t ) cn(0) (t )

(4 )

where ∣2FX (t )∣2 is the intensity proﬁle of the pulse, and FX(t)
contains any phase information additional to the carrier
frequency. Focusing on the LEE case ﬁrst, taking the time
derivative form of TDP, the coefﬁcients of the autoionizing
7
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frequency range, which for the total wave function in
equation (3) can be reduced to [34]

Table 1. Parameters of the autoionizing states used in the main
simulation.

n

Er(eV)

Γ(meV)

q

3
3
4
4
5
5
6

17.15
17.32
17.84
17.94
18.18
18.23
18.37

30.8
23.0
13.0
9.7
6.7
5.0
3.9

−3.0
−0.5
−3.0
−0.5
−3.0
−0.5
−3.0

⎡
D (t ) = eiw X t ⎢åD¯gm cm*(t )
⎣m
⎤
+ åDgn cn*(t ) - ipFX (t ) ∣DgE∣2 ⎥ + c.c.,
⎦
n

where we have assumed cg (t ) = 1 and taken the approximation where DgE is constant of E estimated at the lowest fm.
Note that for each Fano resonance, a given set of constant
DgE, resonance width Gn , and qn º Dgn (pVn DgE ) determines
the dipole matrix element Dgn. Further details for autoionizing
systems coupled by an ultrashort intense laser have been
discussed in [34]. The present observed experimental features
are from the interference between the two paths introduced
above, where only their relative but not absolute strengths are
essential, and each path is formed by the dipole matrix
elements coupled with the ﬁeld strength. The absorption of
the XUV light is obtained through the response function [36]
given by

Table 2. Parameters of the bound excited states used in the main
simulation. The line shapes are assumed Lorentzian.

Er(eV)

Γ(meV)

13.98
14.07
14.14
14.22
14.28
14.50
14.59
14.72
14.85
15.03
15.14
15.23
15.36
15.48

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

(9 )

S (w ) = - 2 Im [D˜ (w ) E˜X*(w )] ,

(10)

which represents the absorption probability density in
frequency, where the convention for Fourier transform is
f˜ (w ) =

1
2p

ò e-iwt f (t ) dt.

(11)

The absorption cross section s (w ) in the XUV energy range,
which is proportional to the optical density OD(w ) reported in
the experiment, is related to the response function by

To determine the input atomic parameters, the experimental data were analyzed. The line widths of the lowest two
autoionizing states at 17.15 and 17.32 eV are extracted from
the signal along the resonances in the time-delayed XUV
absorption measurement (the spectral resolution of the XUV
spectrometer was taken into account). The q parameters of the
same two states are extracted from the ﬁeld-free XUV
absorption spectroscopy. These two states are the most easily
observed states belonging to the two series that we consider.
The widths of higher resonances can be estimated by the
quantum defect rule Gn 3 = const. for each series [33], where
ν are the effective quantum numbers, which can be approximated by the principal quantum numbers n for low angular
momentum. The q parameter for each series is assumed to be
constant. The parameters for the autoionizing states are listed
in table 1. The energy levels and line widths of the bound
states 2k m are extracted from the ﬁeld-free XUV absorption
measurement and listed in table 2. The relative strengths of
the dipole matrix elements between the bound excited states
and the autoionizing states are assumed to be proportional to
Vm Vn . The overall strength between the group of bound
excited states and the group of autoionizing states is adjusted
to maximize the contrast of the interference fringes in the
main result. The light absorption of the system corresponds to
its dipole oscillation in time D (t ) = áY (t )∣D∣Y (t ) ñ. The XUV
absorption thus corresponds to the oscillation in the XUV

s (w ) =

4pawS (w )
,
∣E˜X (w )∣2

(12)

where α is the ﬁne structure constant.
The simulated cross section is reported in ﬁgure 6(a)
(green line) with the corresponding XUV spectra of the
attosecond pulses used in the simulations. In order to compare
the outcome of the simulations with the experimental data, the
resolution of the XUV spectrometer was included, by convoluting the simulated cross section with a gaussian function,
whose width corresponds to the spectral resolution (black line
in ﬁgure 6(a)). The simulations, shown in ﬁgures 6(b) and (c),
clearly reproduce the periodic oscillations and the IR-induced
depletion and broadening of the time-delayed signals in both
the LEE and the HEE cases, in agreement with the experimental results. The presence of these oscillations supports the
conclusion of an IR-coupling occurring between the two
groups of states. The slopes of the oscillation fringes also ﬁt
the experiment well. The simulations allow to conclude that
in the LEE (HEE) case, when the XUV light pumps effectively the bound states (Fano resonances), the amplitudes of
the Fano resonances (bound states) are the result of the
coherent sum of the weak direct XUV-excitation path (due to
the tail of the XUV spectrum) and the XUV+2IR photons
excitation mechanism through the bound states (Fano
resonances).
8
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collective contribution by all the direct (XUV) and indirect
(XUV+2IR) excitations.
When we further remove the IR ionization (ﬁgure 7(b)),
the shift of the slope of the half-optical-cycle fringes becomes
very regular along the time delay, which has been demonstrated in photoelectron spectroscopy theoretically [37] and
experimentally [38]. In the time domain, ﬁgure 7(c) shows the
populations of the two excited states, where the peak of IR is
20 fs later than the peak of XUV (0 fs). After being pumped
by the XUV, both excited states drop exponentially with their
respective decay lifetimes. At t=−20 fs, the interaction with
the IR pulse redistributes the components of the wave packet,
and the autoionizing state receives a jump in the population.
These simulations conﬁrm the simple physical picture outlined in section 2.
The energy position of the interference fringes is determined by the initial population of the electronic wave packet
components as shown in ﬁgures 8(a), which reports the
Fourier transform along the delay axis of the energy-delay
scan for the LEE case (ﬁgure 3(b)). The half-cycle oscillations
as a function of the delay correspond to the features visible at
energies w ¢ = 2w IR (»3.1 eV) around the Fano resonances
(17.0–18.6 eV). The situation reverses for the HEE case,
where features around w ¢ = 2w IR are visible around the
energies of the bound states (14.5–15 eV) (not shown). In
both cases, the group of states that is more effectively
populated by the XUV pulse present a much reduced oscillation with respect to the other one. This observation points
out that the cross-section modulations can be observed only if
the two interfering paths present similar contributions to the
total cross-section. For the group of state directly populated
by single-XUV-photon absorption, the second path, characterized by XUV+2IR photons, is too weak too produce a
clear interference and a measurable cross-section oscillation.
Therefore, the spectrum of the attosecond pulse determines
which group of states will present the most pronounced
absorption modulation due to the two-photon coupling. A
closer look at the LEE case (ﬁgure 8(b)) reveals that the signal
at 2w IR is characterized by a series of tilted lines oriented at
45° in the (w, w ¢) plane. The Fourier analysis of the simulations (see ﬁgure 8(c)) shows a similar qualitative behavior
conﬁrming the presence of these lines around the position
w ¢ = 2w IR . Each of these feature is associated to a
XUV+2IR path through a single bound excited state.
Exploiting the beating between different components of the
electronic wave packet, we can dynamically enhance with an
attosecond time resolution the population of the Fano resonances in the LEE case and of the bound excited states in the
HEE case. This control is directly mapped in the delay
dependence of the cross-section as shown in ﬁgure 8(d),
which reports the ﬁnal population (i.e. after the interaction
with both pulses) of the two Fano resonances (states indicated
by 1 and 2 in ﬁgure 6(b)) and the corresponding cross-section
as a function of the relative delay between the XUV and IR
pulses. The relative delays between −30 and −20 fs ensure
that the IR control ﬁeld arrives well after the initial excitation
of the XUV pulse. The oscillation of the population of the
excited states are directly mapped on the modulation of the

Figure 7. Simulated delay-dependent cross section near the lowest

Fano resonance in the three-level system (ground state, bound state
at 13.98 eV, and Fano resonance at 17.15 eV) in the LEE case, (a)
with and (b) without the ionization by the IR pulse. (c) The
probabilities of the bound state and the autoionizing state evolving in
time where the XUV peak is at t=0 fs and the IR peak is at
t = -20 fs, without the IR ionization.

In order to support this main conclusion, we conducted a
simulation with the same ﬁeld parameters of the LEE case but
in a reduced system composed by only three quantum levels
—the ground state, the bound excited state at 13.98 eV, and
the Fano resonance at 17.15 eV. The two excited levels are
separated energetically by two IR photons. As seen in
ﬁgure 7(a), the half-optical-cycle oscillation and the timedependent depletion are reproduced very well. It conﬁrms that
the main features shown in the experiment are already manifested by the coupling in a simple three-level system.
Nonetheless, there still exist some noticeable differences from
the full simulation. For instance, the spectral span near the
zero time delay is narrower, and the nearly vertical fringes
shrink to only short pieces at the resonance. Furthermore, the
overall signal strength is weaker, which brings down the
sharpness and the contrast of the interference pattern as well.
It shows that the interference effect in our experiment is the
9
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Figure 8. (a) Fourier transform of the delay-dependent cross-section shown in ﬁgure 3(b) (LEE case). (b) Enlarged view of the region around
w = 17.5 eV and w ¢ = 3.1 eV delimited by dashed lines in (a). (c) Fourier analysis of the simulated delay-dependent cross-section shown in
ﬁgure 6(b). The dotted white lines are guides for the eyes. (d) Simulated delay-dependence of the ﬁnal population (solid lines) and of the
cross-section (dashed lines) for the Fano-resonance with energy 17.1 eV (1; red), and with energy 17.8 eV (2; black), shown in ﬁgure 6(b).
The curves have been vertically displaced for visual clarity.

transmitted XUV spectrum, thus allowing a straightforward
visualization of the variations of the electronic wave packet
induced by the IR ﬁeld.

will be possible to infer additional information about the time
evolution of the electronic wave packet with the aid of
theoretical modeling.

5. Conclusions
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